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Dispersion engineering in optical waveguides allows applications relying on the precise control of phase matching
conditions to be implemented. Although extremely effective over relatively narrow band spectral regions,
dispersion control becomes increasingly challenging as the bandwidth of the process of interest increases.
Phase matching can also be achieved by exploiting the propagation characteristics of waves exciting different
spatial modes of the same waveguide. Phase matching control in this case relies on achieving very similar propagation characteristics across two, and even more, waveguide modes over the wavelengths of interest, which may be
rather far from one another. We demonstrate here that broadband (>40 nm) four-wave mixing can be achieved
between pump waves and a signal located in different bands of the communications spectrum (separated by
50 nm) by exploiting interband nonlinearities. Our demonstration is carried out in the silicon-rich silicon nitride
material platform, which allows flexible device engineering, allowing for strong effective nonlinearity at telecommunications wavelengths without deleterious nonlinear-loss effects.
Published by Chinese Laser Press under the terms of the Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 License. Further distribution of this work
must maintain attribution to the author(s) and the published article’s title, journal citation, and DOI.
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1. INTRODUCTION
The insatiable demand for communication traffic necessitates
the adoption of radically new approaches in the implementation of optical transmission systems. One particularly attractive
route to increase the data carrying capacity of optical fiber communication systems stems from the observation that current
systems utilize only a very small portion of the low-loss bandwidth of silica optical fibers. Therefore, solutions that exploit
wavelengths outside the conventional C-band spectrum
(1530–1565 nm) are actively being explored, and the first
long-haul transmission systems utilizing the adjacent L-band
(1565–1625 nm) have recently been deployed. In these new
systems, the ability to generate and manipulate wavelength
components that are placed at extremely distant positions in
the spectrum with respect to a common source placed in
the C-band is highly desirable. Third-order nonlinear devices
offer the possibility to generate new wavelength components
through parametric processes such as those based on four-wave
mixing (FWM) [1]. Considerable efforts have been devoted to
the realization of wavelength converters and synthesizers, based
either on optical fibers [1] or integrated waveguides [2,3], that
are capable of operating over a broad wavelength span. In general, these devices have exploited nonlinear processes arising
2327-9125/19/060615-07 Journal © 2019 Chinese Laser Press

within a single spatial mode. However, recent works have
shown the potential offered by the use of intermodal (IM)
nonlinearities, namely, the nonlinear interaction between waves
copropagating within different spatial modes of the same
optical waveguide [4–7]. By engineering the characteristics
of distinct spatial modes over the wavelengths of interest,
IM-FWM allows the interaction between wavelengths that
may in principle be spaced, as widely even as 500 nm from
one another [8]. Recently, various demonstrations of IM-based
applications have been shown, such as the generation of the
supercontinuum [9–11], the realization of fiber lasers [12,13],
beam-forming applications [14], and frequency conversion
[4–6,12,15–21]. However, even though promising results have
been demonstrated to date, reported implementations of IMFWM have been shown to take place within a rather localized
bandwidth (<10 nm) around the phase-matched wavelengths,
mainly restricted by fabrication imperfections and the limited
design capabilities offered by the material platforms so far employed. In the work we report in this paper, we achieve a step
change improvement over previous reported results, facilitated
through the adoption of the silicon-rich silicon nitride platform
[22], which allows fine tuning of the waveguide refractive index
profile, and, therefore, excellent dispersion engineering control.
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Moreover, unlike silicon itself, the material can be engineered
to show strong Kerr nonlinearities without the onset of twophoton absorption (TPA) at telecommunication wavelengths,
enabling the development of high-efficiency devices with low
losses. In our experiments, IM-FWM is based on a dual-pump
Bragg scattering (BS) scheme implemented over two spatial
modes. Wavelength conversion over a bandwidth exceeding
40 nm in the L-band was performed using two pump waves
placed in the C-band. We measured a conversion efficiency
(calculated as the ratio between the output idler and the output
signal power levels) of −15 dB for a total pump power of
32 dBm at the input of the waveguide. We note that a relatively
high pump power level was required to achieve such a level of
conversion efficiency. Further material developments are
needed to reduce the waveguide losses. This would enable
use of longer waveguide sections, thus allowing use of lower
pump power levels and possibly achieving higher conversion
efficiency values.
2. DUAL-PUMP BRAGG SCATTERING IM-FWM
SCHEME
Among the various types of FWM, BS enables the generation of
frequencies (blue- and red-shifted replicas of the original signal), in principle in a noiseless manner [23]. Referring to
Fig. 1 (top panel), the idler frequencies of I BS,r or I BS,b, respectively, are determined by the energy conservation law; i.e., they
appear at ωs  Δω, where ωs is the signal frequency and Δω is
the pump-to-pump wavelength detuning. The arrows indicate
gain (up) and loss (down) of the photon energy. As in any
FWM-based process, efficient conversion is guaranteed only
when phase matching among the interacting waves is satisfied.
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In single-mode waveguides, this is typically achieved by tailoring the waveguide geometry to engineer the group velocity
dispersion [24]. Efficient BS FWM then requires the waveguide to exhibit zero dispersion at the half-distance between
the average frequency of the pair of pumps and that of the
signal–idler pair [23]. The phase matching conditions in the
IM case, however, give rise to distinctly different conditions.
In our experiments, the two pumps, P 1 and P 2 , were placed
into the fundamental TE00 mode, while the signal and the generated idlers were in the first-order TE10 mode. A schematic of
the phase matching process of IM-FWM for the I BS,r or I BS,b,
respectively, is illustrated in Fig. 1 (bottom panel) [4,6,16,25],
where the inverse group velocity (v −1
g ) curves of the modes supported in a multimode waveguide are shown as a function of
frequency. Phase matching for the I BS,r idler is satisfied when
the following equation is fulfilled:
−β0 ωP1   β1 ωS   β0 ωP2  − β1 ωBS,r   0,

(1)

where β0 ω and β1 ω indicate the propagation constants of
two generic modes, 0 and 1, at frequency ω, respectively, and ωi
is the frequency of pump 1, pump 2, signal, and redshifted BS
idler for i = P1, P2, S, and BSr, respectively. Equation (1) can be
conveniently rewritten as
β0 ωP1  − β0 ωP2   β1 ωS  − β1 ωBS,r ,
β0 ωP1  − β0 ωP1 − Δω  β1 ωS  − β1 ωS − Δω:

(2)
(3)

For a small frequency detuning (Δω ≈ 0), Eq. (3) indicates that
phase matching is achieved when the derivative function of the
propagation constant in one mode, calculated at ωP1 , that is its
inverse group velocity, is the same as that in the other mode,

Fig. 1. (Top panel) Dual-pump Bragg scattering operation principle. When two pumps (P 1 and P 2 ) and a signal (S) are injected in third-order
nonlinear media, Bragg scattering can occur if the phase matching condition is satisfied. Photons are scattered from the signal (S) to two idlers (I BS,r
and I BS,b ), and energy exchange also occurs between the two pumps (P 1 and P 2 ). This mechanism can be employed to realize wavelength conversion
and wavelength exchange functionalities. (Bottom panel) Graph illustrating the phase matching mechanism between spatial modes in a multimode
waveguide. If the two pumps (P 1 and P 2 ) are placed in the first-order mode (mode 0) and the signal and idlers in the second-order mode (mode 1),
the phase matching condition can be realized and retained if a horizontal line that crosses the inverse group velocity (IGV) curves of the two
considered modes can be drawn, intercepting the average frequencies of the two pumps and the signal and one idler [either I BS,r or I BS,b (yellow
dots in the figure)].
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calculated at ωS [6]. This means that the crossing of any
horizontal line drawn on the group velocity curves of Fig. 1
(bottom panel) indicates the phase matching frequencies across
the various modes. As P2 is tuned to shorter frequencies (Δω
increases), ωBS,r moves in the same direction, and an upshifted
horizontal line can still be drawn to cross the two v −1
g curves at
curve
is an exact
the new average frequencies, as long as each v −1
g
(frequency-shifted) replica of the other. On the other hand,
ωBS,b , which also satisfies the energy conservation law, is shown
to not satisfy phase matching in the example of Fig. 1 (bottom
panel), since only an oblique line can be drawn to cross the two
v −1
g points at the corresponding average wavelengths. As P2 is
tuned to lower frequencies, I BS,b moves further away from
phase matching. It is worth noting that if the frequency of
P1 is tuned, the opposite discussion applies. This described
phase matching mechanism can be utilized to efficiently suppress one idler, favoring a unidirectional FWM process. Indeed,
one drawback of the BS-FWM is its bidirectionality, which
might give rise to unwanted idler frequencies, thus reducing
the conversion efficiency achievable at the desired (single) frequency [26]. This has been faced by the research community
and, for example, in Refs. [26,27] the authors have proposed
the use of cross-polarized pumps in birefringent fiber or integrated waveguides: by exploiting the different propagation
properties exhibited by the two modes (orthogonal in polarization) they were able to effectively suppress one idler and favor
the other one, opposite in direction. We note that similarities
can be found between this scheme and the IM scheme we propose to use in this paper: both of them exploit the different
propagation characteristics of two modes and in both cases the
success of the scheme depends on the ability to keep the two
modes involved decoupled during the propagation. To draw a
comparison between the two schemes, we note that when the
IM scheme is employed, the number of available modes that
can be involved in the process is much larger than in the single-mode case [26] (limited to the two orthogonally polarized
modes), thus granting additional flexibility in the design of the
waveguide structure. Indeed, the scheme can be applied to any
mode that is supported by the waveguide structure. As shown
in Fig. 1 (bottom panel), when a higher-order mode (>1) is
considered, the frequency distance between the pumps and idlers increases. As long as the v −1
g curves of the considered modes
satisfy the conditions stated above, the phase matching condition can still be achieved; therefore, the wavelength conversion
can be realized for extremely large pump-to-signal detuning
values. The described properties of the Bragg scattering IMFWM make this scheme remarkably different from the singlemode case. As discussed, by using the scheme utilized in this
work, broadband and unidirectional conversion can be obtained for very large pump-to-pump detuning values, with the
original signal potentially placed at wavelength positions that
are extremely distant from the pumps (for example, 50 nm
when using TE00 and TE10 and >200 nm when using
TE00 and TE30 modes) without the requirement to engineer
the dispersion and the dispersion slope profiles of the waveguide (as for example discussed in Ref. [28]). This provides additional flexibility when designing the wavelength converter, in
principle allowing for the realization of more complex devices.
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3. SILICON-RICH SILICON NITRIDE
WAVEGUIDE DESIGN
The waveguide was designed on the silicon-rich silicon nitride
on oxide platform [22], and the geometry was a channel structure where a core material (silicon-rich silicon nitride) was encapsulated in a silicon oxide cladding. The device length was
L  4 cm. The propagation characteristics of the device were
engineered by the control of two parameters: (i) the waveguide
dimension and (ii) the core refractive index, which could be
tuned by changing the silicon-rich silicon nitride material deposition conditions [22]. The cross-section of the designed waveguide is shown in Fig. 2 (inset). The silicon content, within the
silicon nitride host matrix, was tuned to provide a material
showing a refractive index of 2.54 at λ  1550 nm. The waveguide dimensions were engineered to satisfy the phase matching
condition between the fundamental and the first-order waveguide modes (TE00 and TE10, respectively). The results of a
calculation of the corresponding group velocity curves are
shown in Fig. 2. As shown, phase matching can be obtained
between the TE00 and TE10 modes, e.g., at λTE00 
1550 nm and λTE10  1601 nm, respectively. By considering
these wavelengths and modes, we numerically simulated the
bandwidth of BS IM-FWM efficiency [for both the I BS,r
L
and the I BS,r , efficiency defined as ηIM−FWM  PPidler
, where
S L
P idler L and P signal L are the power of the idler I BS,r or
I BS,b and the signal S measured at the end of the waveguide,
respectively] as a function of the pump and signal wavelength
detuning values. The waveguide modes and their dispersion
were calculated using a finite-element method (Comsol
Multiphysics where the refractive index of the silicon-rich silicon nitride was calculated from measured values of the bulk
material employed in this work). The refractive index profile
of the silica cladding was taken from the corresponding
Sellmeier equation. The calculated modal effective index profiles and mode overlap factors were then used for nonlinear
wave propagation simulations based on the multimode generalized nonlinear Schrödinger equation (MM-GNLSE) [8]. The
MM-GNLSE was implemented in MATLAB using a symmetrized split-step Fourier method with automatic step-size

Fig. 2. Calculated group index for the first two waveguide modes
(dots, simulations based on the measured refractive index of the
silicon-rich silicon nitride material; line, polynomial fit). Inset: crosssection of the silicon-rich silicon nitride waveguide (not to scale).
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Fig. 3. Calculated BS-IM-FWM normalized efficiency for different pump-to-pump and pump-to-signal detuning values for (a) I BS,b and (b)
I BS,r . Numerical results showed that phase matching can be retained for high pump-to-pump detuning values. For instance, if pump 1 (P 1 ) is kept
fixed and the second pump (P 2 ) is detuned to a longer wavelength, the phase matching bandwidth is more than 60 nm for the I BS,r idler (see right
panel), while it is significantly shorter for the I BS,b idler (see left panel). It is worth noting that opposite results would be achieved if P 2 was kept
constant, and P 1 moved to shorter wavelength values. (c) Numerical results for a specific value of signal detuning (-5 nm from the phase matched
wavelength) for the BS, b (blue line) and BS, r (red line) idlers.

control of a 4th–5th-order Runge–Kutta solver. For each simulation (set of pump, signal, idler wavelengths), a frequency grid
of 215 points was defined to ensure that each relevant (CW) wave
coincided with a single-frequency grid point. The nonlinear refractive index was set to n2  1.6 × 10−18 m2 ∕W for the Kerr
nonlinearity while Raman scattering was neglected [22]. In these
simulations, the short-wavelength pump was kept fixed at
1550 nm, while Δω was allowed to vary by modifying the wavelength of the second pump. In all cases, the pump power levels
(total power) were kept at 20 dBm. The results are shown in
Fig. 3 and reveal that it is possible to obtain a constant level
of I BS,r conversion efficiency even for large P 2 detuning values
(>50 nm). In contrast, the blueshifted idler I BS,b is not favored
in this scenario, and it is only observed over a narrow range of
pump-to-pump detuning. The figure also shows that for relatively small pump-to-pump detuning values (<10 nm), the conversion process to both I BS,b and I BS,r is rather insensitive to the
signal wavelength, which can be tuned by over 25 nm around
the phase matching wavelength (λTE10  1601 nm) with no
significant degradation in conversion efficiency.
The efficiency level of the IM-FWM process is also determined by taking into account the spatial overlap of the interacting modes Qplmn, where p, l , m, and n are the modes excited by
the interacting waves. If the two first-order modes are considered
(TE00 and TE10), Q is nonzero only in the following cases [29]:
• four waves in the TE00 mode,
• four waves in the TE10 mode,
• two waves in the TE00 mode and two waves in the
TE10 mode,

where the top two configurations represent two cases of intramodal FWM (no interaction between different spatial modes
is present). In the configuration considered here, two waves
(pumps) were placed in the TE00 mode and two waves
(signal and idler) in the TE10 mode. In this case Q 0101 can
be calculated as
R
jE 0 j2 jE 1 j2 dxdy
R
R
Q 0101 
,
(4)
jE 0 j2 dxdy jE 1 j2 dxdy
where E 0 and E 1 represent two generic mode fields of the
corresponding waves. The calculated Q 0101 for our designed
waveguide [see Fig. 2 (inset)] was 0.21 μm−2 , and the corresponding effective area Aeff TE00, TE10 was 4.652 μm2 .
4. WAVEGUIDE FABRICATION
The silicon-rich silicon nitride layers were fabricated starting
from a 150 mm diameter SiO2 -on-Si substrate wafer.
Nitride layers were deposited using a plasma-enhanced chemical vapor deposition (PECVD) tool (model OIPT SYS 100), by
employing the following precursor gases: SiH4  3.6 sccm
(standard cubic centimeter per minute) and N2 = 980 sccm
at a chamber temperature of 350°C. The chamber pressure
and RF power were set to 980 mTorr (1 Torr = 133.32 Pa)
and 60 W, respectively. After deposition, waveguides were written using a waveguide layout designed to provide different test
structures, including straight, spiral waveguides, and fiber-tochip coupling devices. The mask layout was transferred to
the wafers using E-beam patterning (positive electron beam resist ZEP 520A was used). After the development of photoresist,
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inductively coupled plasma (ICP) etching was performed to
define the waveguide patterns on the light guiding layer.
The remaining resist was removed by ashing in oxygen plasma.
The protective, 1 μm thick, SiO2 cladding layer was finally
deposited by PECVD using a standard recipe for the deposition
of stoichiometric SiO2 . Finally, the samples were cleaved to
provide access to the butt-coupling devices. The coupling
and propagation losses of the waveguide (for both the TE00
and TE10 modes) were assessed to be 2.9 dB and 0.95 dB/cm,
respectively.
5. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
The experimental setup used to perform the BS IM-FWM experiments is shown in Fig. 4. Two C-band CW pump waves
were combined at the input of an optical amplifier (OA) and
coupled with a tunable L-band signal using a free space beamsplitter. The pumps were maintained in the fundamental
(LP01-shaped) mode, while the signal was converted into the
LP11-shaped mode using a mode-multiplexer (MMUX) based
on a bulk optic phase plate (PP). The MMUX (red shaded area
in Fig. 4) worked by shifting the phase of half of the beam front
of the signal wave in the transverse plane by π. All the waves
were linearly polarized and aligned with the TE polarization of
the waveguide using polarization controllers and a polarization
beam splitter (PBS). The optical beam was coupled to the
waveguide through a 40× objective, by means of the end-fire
coupling technique. The LP01-shaped mode excited the TE
waveguide fundamental mode (TE00), while the LP11-shaped
mode excited the TE10 waveguide mode (see corresponding
inset images of Fig. 4 for their spatial mode distributions after
propagation in the waveguide). Note that these mode images
were obtained by inputting only one wave at a time through the
sample. The beams at the output of the waveguide were
coupled back to a single-mode fiber using a second 40× objective and a mode demultiplexer (MDMUX, blue-shaded area in
Fig. 4). To demultiplex the two spatial modes (TE00 and
TE10), a second bulk optic PP was placed before the output
single-mode fiber. The MDMUX allowed extinction of either
the TE00 or the TE10 optical mode, with a measured modal
purity of, at least, 10 dB. Output optical spectra were recorded
using an optical spectrum analyzer (OSA).
Our first set of measurements aimed to verify the pump-topump detuning bandwidth for both the I BS,r and I BS,b idlers.
Following the results of our numerical simulations (Fig. 3),
we initially placed the two pumps at wavelengths λP1 
1550 nm and λP2  1551 nm, while the signal was placed at
λS  1601.5 nm. λP2 was then gradually detuned to longer
wavelengths, and the BS IM-FWM conversion efficiency was
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recorded. Figure 5 reports some typical spectra for a total pump
power of 32 dBm. In Figs. 5(a) and 5(b), we show the spectra
recorded for two different pump-to-pump detuning values
(2 nm and 30 nm), as measured at the TE00 [Fig. 5(a)] and
the TE10 [Fig. 5(b)] output ports. We also report results obtained when all waves were placed in the TE00 mode (i.e.,
no IM-FWM scheme), and the recorded spectra, for two different pump-to-pump detuning values (2 nm and 30 nm), are
shown in Fig. 5(c). It is interesting to note that, when the
pump-to-pump detuning is low, intraband FWM components
are also generated (I 1 and I 2 ) that are the result of the degenerate
FWM process among P 1 and P 2 (all placed in the TE00 mode).
It can be observed that the power level of the generated I BS,r
remained constant, even when the P 2 detuning was about
30 nm [Fig. 5(b)]. This is in contrast to I BS,b , which was
no longer detectable when the P 2 detuning reached 30 nm.
These results are summarized in Fig. 6(a) and confirm the
numerical simulations of Fig. 3, demonstrating the broadband
nature of the IM-FWM phase matching mechanism. It is worth
noting that the intramodal FWM showed higher efficiency at
very low pump-to-pump detuning values (2 dB higher than its
IM-FWM counterpart). As discussed in the previous section,
the efficiency of the FWM process also depends on the overlap
integral among the four waves involved in the process [see
Eq. (3)]. Since Q 0000 > Q 0101 , the intramodal FWM process
resulted in higher efficiency for the same pump power levels
when phase matching was satisfied. However, for P 2 detuning
values >5 nm, phase matching was quickly lost in the intramodal case, making this process less efficient than its IM
counterpart. A second set of measurements was conducted
to characterize the IM-FWM signal detuning bandwidth. In
this case, the two pumps were initially placed at λP1 
1550 nm and λP2  1551 nm (total launched power in the
waveguide 32 dBm), while the position of λS was varied between λ1  1580 nm and λ2  1620 nm. Using this wavelength configuration, we recorded the IM-FWM efficiency
values for both the generated I BS,r and I BS,b ; the results are
shown in Fig. 6(b) (red and blue squares, respectively). The
results show no efficiency reduction, even for signal detuning
values of 20 nm (relative to the predicted phase matching
wavelength of 1601 nm). We repeated the measurements for
I BS,r , with a pump-to-pump detuning of 30 nm (λP1 
1550 nm and λP2  1580 nm); the results are shown in
Fig. 6(b) (red/black squares). In this case, the phase matching
condition was not retained across the full range of scanned
wavelengths, and a 3-dB bandwidth of 20 nm was observed,
centered around λ  1603 nm. We note that the experimental
results are in agreement with the numerical simulations.

Fig. 4. Experimental set-up. TLS: tunable laser source. OA: optical amplifier. PC: polarization controller. BS: beam splitter. PBS: polarization
beam splitter. PP: phase plate. SiN-WG: silicon-rich silicon nitride waveguide.
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Fig. 5. Recorded spectra at (a) the TE00 port, when P 1 and P 2 were launched in the TE00 mode, while S was launched in the TE10 mode;
(b) the TE10 port, when P 1 and P 2 were launched in the TE00 mode, while S was launched in the TE10 mode; and (c) the TE00 port, when all
waves were launched in the TE00 mode (i.e., no intermodal FWM).

Fig. 6. (a) FWM efficiency measured for different pump-to-pump detuning values for the IM scheme (red and blue squares) and for the intramodal scheme (magenta stars); (b) IM-FWM efficiency as a function of the signal wavelength (pump power 32 dBm) for I BS,r and I BS,b when the
pump-to-pump detuning was 1 nm (red and blue squares, respectively) and for I BS,r when the pump-to-pump detuning was 30 nm (green squares).
The inset shows a zoom-in of the plot in the region of perfect phase matching.

In particular, the numerical simulations predicted an IM-FWM
bandwidth exceeding 50 nm [see Fig. 3(b)] when the TE00 and
the TE10 modes are used and the I BS,r is considered. In these
conditions, we measure a flat IM conversion efficiency across
the whole available bandwidth (30 nm) limited only by our
instrumentation. For this reason, we cannot fully verify the predictions made by the numerical analysis (which would require
positioning the pump 2 wavelength beyond λP2  1580 nm).
Referring to the conversion bandwidth of I BS,b (blue curve in
Fig. 6), we note that the measured 3-dB bandwidth (15.1 nm)
is slightly broader than predicted by the numerical simulations
(12 nm). We believe this discrepancy can be attributed to waveguide imperfections that might alter the dispersion profile of
the obtained waveguide. The results presented in Fig. 6(b)
are also in good agreement with the numerical simulations, thus

confirming that the fabricated waveguides showed a very low
dispersion value. This allowed the signal to be flexibly positioned at relatively distant wavelength values with respect to
the perfect phase matching position (λS  1601 nm), without
compromising the IM-FWM conversion efficiency.
6. CONCLUSION
In this work, we have demonstrated the generation and
conversion of signals in a silicon-rich silicon nitride waveguide,
using a dual-pump FWM Bragg scattering scheme that employed two different spatial modes, TE00 and TE10. The
silicon-rich silicon nitride material allowed us to operate the
wavelength conversion device with high CW pump power
levels (>30 dBm) with no sign of detrimental two-photon
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absorption and free carrier absorption effects. A maximum conversion efficiency of −15 dB was measured in this work, mainly
limited by the waveguide propagation losses. We believe that
additional material and fabrication developments could lead to
a significant reduction in losses, thus allowing the use of longer
waveguide sections and hence to obtain higher conversion
efficiency values. Moreover, this demonstration shows the potential of the IM-FWM phase matching scheme, which allows
frequency generation over multiple discrete bands, with pumpto-pump bandwidths exceeding 30 nm. The availability of integrated MMUX and MDMUX devices would allow the waveguide to operate with higher-order spatial modes (i.e., TE02
and TE03), potentially enabling wavelength conversion and
generation in the MID-IR region, with negligible degradation
in IM-FWM efficiency.
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